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to attend the PBD 2005 at Mumbai’s prestigious NCPA
premises. Being co-organised by the Ministry of Overseas
Indian Affairs, Government of India and the Federation of
the first time this event is being hosted outside Delhi. It was
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after almost two decades in South Africa. Hon. Vice
President of Suriname, Jules Ajodhia, will be the chief guest
for PBD 2005 and will address the inaugural session with the
Indian Prime Minister. President Abdul J Kalam will confer
the PBD awards.
“The first two PBDs set in motion the gargantuan task of
bringing Indians from every corner of the globe under one
roof. The PBD 2005 would use this opportunity to elicit the
suggestions of the delegates and use them to prepare a

SINGH

basis of feedback, ...there has been a significant diplomatic
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Season’s greetings!
Welcome home on Air India
On direct flights from Singapore to India
and Hong Kong to India
We offer a wide choice of destinations in
India with the lowest domestic fares.
Convenient connections all over the world!
Welcome home and feel the air of
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concrete action plan to strengthen and deepen ties,” says
Jagdish Tytler, Minister for Overseas Indian Affairs. “On the
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(PBD) for NRIs. Eminent persons of Indian origin from

Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI), this is
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he New Year brings the third Pravasi Bhartiya Divas
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dividend considering that many eminent and influential NRIs/
PIOs went back from the event with positive thoughts about

6 FAI Building, 220 Queen Street, Auckland
Phone: +64 9 3031301; 3034941 Fax: 303 1300
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India. Thus the emerging recommendations and suggestions
if implemented, shall encourage Diaspora's engagement in
India's development,” says FICCI’s Amit Mitra.
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less than 900,000 population, rich in religious culture
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hink of a 14-girl from a Sri Lankan city of Jaffna, with

war. She dreamt of a better future in New Zealand. When
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own identity, this girl was preparing to create one. Her 10year plan to migrate to New Zealand started by regular
visits to local libraries to research information about New
Zealand and ended with admission to New Zealand's best
MBA programme, with one year to spare. If focus and
determination could make up for age and experience,
Anushiya Ayingaran would set a good example.
The general manager of corporate services with Nurse
Maude Association was awarded Young Executive of the
Year Award last month by the New Zealand Institute of
Management. She spoke with The Global Indian soon
after winning the award.

“

New migrants are going to be a
part of the history of New Zealand.”

used to tell me that one could lose all the belongings, but
no one can take the knowledge away from you. With
knowledge, you can start your life again." With these
values, Anushiya started her life after obtaining
management accountancy qualification from UK's

Her journey to a normal life started long before she

Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA).

BRASH

arrived in New Zealand. The five-feet tall Gemini quit her

She joined Tea House Pvt Ltd. as an accounts executive

SINGH

Tamil-language school to join an English-medium school

and within seven months, was promoted to the group
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when she was 16. "My parents asked me to complete my

accountant's role after the firm's owner, Hussain

education before moving out." Sure she did! She

Dowoodbhoy, spotted her potential. "He was the first

completed three qualifications, including two overseas

person to have faith in this 21-year old," Anushiya recalls.
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ones. "I grew up in a civil war environment. My parents

Continued...
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Detailed planning has played a key role in
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Continued...
She completed chartered secretary
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qualification from the Institute of Chartered Secretaries

keen planner since my childhood. I usually have two, five

and Administrators, UK, to take on more responsibilities.

and 10 year plans." So what's her future plan? "I want to

Her mind was still set on New Zealand. She applied for

be part of general management at a large commercial
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Otago University's MBA programme - New Zealand's only organisation and broaden my skills, before taking on the
programme ranked in the Top 100 MBA courses in the
world. "When Otago University's then director, Prof
Geoffrey Lorigan, phoned me he said, 'You are quite
young to join. Wait for a year.' I remember telling him,
'My three years' work experience and life experience
would match ten years of experience of those in New
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Anushiya's success, "I have always been a

role of a CEO in five to 10 years down the line."
Anushiya does not think working in New Zealand is very
different from working in Sri Lanka. "In Sri Lanka, the job
position and person's qualification are enough to gain
respect. In New Zealand, one needs to earn respect, since
it's an open environment and everyone has a right to
question."

positive GMAT score. She lived up to his expectations.

Anushiya is inspired by extraordinary qualities of ordinary

One of her team MBA case studies was awarded Taylor

people. "I learn from people I interact with. I may like one

McLachlan Live Case Study prize for 'Best MBA

aspect in one person and another aspect in another

Consultation Project for the University of Otago.' She also

person." What's her motivation in life? "I realised very

taught at the MBA programme and at 25, was the

early in life that life is about being happy. You should do

youngest lecturer, teaching a batch of 32-57 year old

whatever that makes you happy. When I see the positive

students.

contribution my efforts make to people, our clients and

After MBA, she joined Northland Health Ltd (NHL) and in

staff, then I know I have got it right."

five years, progressed from management accountant to

What's her message to new migrants? "New Zealand is a

group manager business and finance. As she was

country of future. New migrants are going to be a part of

pondering on expanding her horizons, she met Nurse

the history of New Zealand. Get to know our people
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Maude Association's chief executive, Ingrid Thomas, who

(kiwis), and show what you can offer to this young
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offered her to join her team to head corporate services—

society."
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newly created role. "Nurse Maude gave me an opportunity
to widen my responsibilities," she says.

Would you like to nominate someone as The Global
Indian of the month? Just click below, and tell us.
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“IF HE IS BADSHAH, I AM IKKA”

HOME-WORK: HANDY
TIPS
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Salt 'n' Pepper: Salt and pepper pots
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Dried peas work as well. Also when they
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Adding a red tone to your hair: Boil

Well, if he (Shah Rukh Khan) is Baadshah (king) then I am Ikka

some onion skins (ordinary brown onions)

(ace)." Bollywood actor Aamir Khan told PTI, while on a tour to

in water, strain when cool. Add to final

Pakistan to support former cricketer Imran Khan’s cancer hospital

rinse, leave hair in the solution for a few

project.

“

moments and dry as normal. The result

We live in an increasingly diverse and multi-cultural country where
conversations at the dinner table and in the living room are more

and more taking place in Chinese, Hindi, Urdu or Korean," says MTV

smell of garlic or onions from your hands

launch of the 'American Desi' - America’s first English-language TV

rub a tablespoon of salt mixed with a little

network for South Asians (read Indians).

water and rub for a few seconds then

So far as I am able to judge, nothing has been left undone, either

rinse under cold water.

by man or nature, to make India the most extraordinary country

Shiny hair: When washing hair add to

RUTH DESOUZA

that the sun visits on its rounds. Nothing seems to have been forgotten,
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nothing overlooked.” Mark Twain (Source: Tourism Facts 2003, Tourism
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using it 2 or 3 times.
Smell of garlic/onions: To remove the

Networks Chairman Judy McGrath, speaking in Washington at the

“

will not be instant, but should show after

of India)

final rinse 1 or 2 tablespoons of vinegar.
Dry in normal way.
Contributed by Saral Parikh

Compiled by Sangeeta Anand
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THINK YOU CAN RETAIN INDIAN
PASSPORT AS A NZ CITIZEN?
TGI Correspondent

T

he Global Indian has been receiving a lot of
enquiries relating to dual citizenship. TGI met the

Second Secretary in the Indian High Commission in New
Zealand, P K Raghav, to seek more information for our
readers. Here's our discussion with Raghav:
One most common query creating some confusion is, if a
person becomes New Zealand citizen (by obtaining

P K Raghav responding to queries.
your application, then you don't need to visit our office.

BOLLYWOOD

certificate of citizenship), can they retain Indian passport?

LOLLYWOOD

“Once you become citizen of New Zealand, obviously you Affairs (MHA) in New Delhi which deals with the matter.
cease to be a citizen of India and you cannot hold Indian Those whose applications are accepted by the MHA
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We submit the documentation to the Ministry of Home

passport. The Indian passport should be sent to the Indian would be registered as Overseas Citizens of India and a
High Commission (along with self-addressed return
Registration Certificate would be issued. The format of
courier pack) for cancellation.”

this passport is being designed. Of course, if you are in

What is the processing time for dual citizenship

India you can apply from there as well.”

application?

What documents you need to process dual citizenship?

“We are expecting four months' processing time for dual

“You need to submit copy of your Indian passport and

citizenship applications. We have started the processing
from 1st November this year. You need to come
personally to our office in Wellington for lodging your
application since you need to take an oath in front of one
of our officers. You don't even need to take an
appointment for this, as long as you come between
9.30am and 1.00pm. Once you take the oath and lodge

New Zealand passport, a banker's cheque of $409 per
applicant, and four copies of your application form. You
need to sign it in front of one of High Commission's
designated officers when you come to lodge your
application.” For a checklist of provisions and to download
application form for dual citizenship, please visit
www.mha.nic.in or click here.

Write to us: editor@theglobalindian.co.nz
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NEW ZEALAND

INDIA

ASIA NZ SHORT FILM
CONTEST

FORBES’ FIRST LIST
FOR INDIA

YOU SPEAK ENGLISH?

After the success of the inaugural

The world is taking note of India’s

Indians are still asked, “Do you speak

growing presence. Forbes has

English?”, the country where English

launched its first Top 40 list for India’s

originated got a first hand experience

richest. The Top Ten are (in order):

of the language skills of an Indian.

Lakshmi Mittal, Azim Premji, M and A

BBC’s first English spelling contest

Ambani, Kumar M Birla, Pallonji

was won by an NRI kid.

Mistry, Sunil Mittal, Shiv Nadar, Adi

Gayathri Kumar, 13, beat 100,000
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Asia Film Festival Aotearoa in
February 2004 Asia New Zealand
Film Foundation Trust is organising
the Asia NZ Short
Film Contest. The
first Asia Film
Festival Aotearoa
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across Asia. Now
it is time for NZ's
own Wong Kar Wai, Shyam
Benegal, Takeshi Kitano and Park
Chan-wook to come forward! The
Asia NZ Short Film Contest is a
platform for all filmmakers in
Aotearoa to tell Asian stories and
bring out Asian talent.“This is a one

SINGH

of a kind opportunity for filmmakers,
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filmmakers from
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At a time when many overseas

especially Asian-New Zealanders,”
Dr. Sapna Samant, Asia New
Zealand Film Foundation Trust’s
trustee informed The Global Indian.
Visit: www.anzfft.org.nz

Godrej, Dilip Shanghvi, and M and S
Mohan Singh. “Having embraced
economic liberalisation and foreign
investment, India is a bright star in the
region,” says Forbes. Nineteen of the
40 richest created their fortunes from
scratch. Two high-growth industries
have fuelled much of the wealth: 11 in
technology, including six cofounders
of Infosys. Another nine owe their

competitors, including of course, the
Brits to become Britain’s young
speller. Gayathri defeated another
Indian, Nisha Abraham Thomas, to
win a holiday, media equipment
worth £5,000 for her school and the
Hard Spell trophy, which was
presented by BBC ONE's anchorman
Eamonn Holmes (seen in the photo).

fortunes to pharmaceuticals.
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spending at least $5.7 billion a year as

direct consequence of family breakdown (close to 5.5% of
GNP). That’s equivalent to India’s spend on defence (in
GDP percentage terms).

consider some new year resolutions.

(The Global Indian December 2004). Asian communities

Many Indians migrate to New Zealand to give better

Zealand society. Indian community can make a positive

future to their children. According to Maxim’s recent
newsletter, Real Issues, “The keystone for future
erosion is halted, we are in danger of collapse from

CURRY

CLOSE

holiday period could be a good time to ponder over these relevant for Indians or Asians, is because every sixth
person in New Zealand is going to be an Asian by 2021
concerning figures about the New Zealand society, and
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The reason we say these statistics are particularly

generations - the family unit - is in disarray. Unless this

X’MAS

PRINT SAVE

all of us, especially people of Eastern descent. This

BOLLYWOOD

ART & LIVING

FIND

within.” Here are some key figures. New Zealand has the

(including Indian) are a very important section of the New
contribution in addressing the eminent danger of
breakdown of family structure in the mainstream society,
because family values are core to the Indian culture.
When two or more cultures meet, one of them tends to

dominate, and mostly it is the mainstream culture that
developed world's highest rate of births outside marriage. prevails. As Darwinian theory goes, in the long run, it’s
Since 1970, the rate of marriage has decreased 66%,
not the biggest or the strongest of the species that
while the number of divorces tripled. New Zealand has

survive, but it is those that change and adapt. But are we
the second-highest rate of suicide among young males in sacrificing family structure to adapt? When New Zealand
key OECD countries. Since 1960, government spending
is paying a huge price ($5.7 billion a year) as a direct
per head of population on welfare has more than tripled

(in today's dollar terms). In 1970, there were 28 full-time
workers for every person on a full-time benefit. Today
only four workers support each beneficiary. New Zealand

consequence of family breakdown, are we protecting our
family values? Let’s take these serious figures with us as
we go on holidays at the end of this year, and come back
with important resolutions for the New Year.

HELP YOUR BUSINESS REACH ITS POTENTIAL
The Global Indian is read throughout New Zealand, and in more than a dozen countries overseas. It is New
Zealand’s first magazine for the Indians living abroad. It is read by well-educated, culturally-conscious Indians. If
your business offers products or services that can benefit our readers, pleases speak to us. Speak to your editor,
Vaibhav Gangan, on +64 9 846 4318 or +64 21 251 4924.
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DID THEY KISS IN THE RAIN?
Vishal Singh

I

t is so easy be centre of attention in India. The whole of
India wants to know if the images published by Mumbai

tabloid, Mid-day, showing Bollywood actors Shahid and
Kareena kissing in Rain – a restaurant, are genuine.
Many raised a question – was Midday right in publishing these
photographs? Various actors and
directors have expressed their
opinion, including the icon of
Bollywood, Amitabh Bachchan. I
guess the issue raises many
questions, assuming that the video

FIND

PRINT SAVE
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every week, solely devoted to this nosy journalism? I
remember talking to one such scribe a few years ago in
Mumbai. When I asked him why he writes such news
stories, he said, “Bikta hai to likhta hai!” (I write because it
sells!).
It is interesting to see what Kareena told the Times of
India in May this year when asked about her on-screen
kissing scene with Fardeen Khan. “The kissing scene was
no big deal. I trusted Nihalani
to shoot it artistically. C'mon,
let's grow up. We are in 2004.
If Raj Kapoor was so ahead of
his time that he could show
kissing on screen, I don't see
anything wrong with it."

is genuine. Should Shahid and
Kareena have behaved like this in
public? Should media be chasing
celebrities like this? Should Mid-day have published these
photographs? Whether or not Kareena and Shahid should
have kissed in public is a matter of personal choice. Was it
right to follow them, photograph them and publish those
photos? Paparazzi journalism is so common (and
sophisticated) in many countries. Have we forgotten how
Princess Diana was chased before her fatal car crash?
Haven’t we seen how many magazine-titles are on sale
Has Shah Rukh Khan become bankrupt? No, this is a NASA scientist on his visit to India and falls in love … with India.
Eying on international markets, many Bollywood film producers and directors are making movies about non-resident
Indians, for NRIs! Has director Ashutosh Gowarikar recreated the magic of Lagaan with Swades? The New Year will tell!

Write to us: editor@theglobalindian.co.nz
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in Jamal Shah's controversial saga,

B

unturned. From modelling to acting
she did it all- played the leading lady
graced the cover pages of the

old and beautiful— that’s the

country’s top magazines, and went as

description one tends to borrow

far as Mauritius to prove her love for

while speaking about Vaneeza

acting. Vinnie, as some may call her,

Ahmad—one of Pakistan’s most

has acted in a number of drama

successful models of recent times.

serials including Kal, Talaash, Tum Hi

What makes her popular is her very

to Ho, Tum Say Mil Ker, Janey

modern attitude. And it shows on-

Anjaney and of course, Armaan.

screen as much as it does off screen.

Acting and modelling work keeps us

She is a favourite with most glamour

too preoccupied to think of personal

magazines not just for her looks but

life. Also, the idea of being dependent

for her screen presence. But her

on someone completely is certainly

dominance is not limited to

not a pleasant thought to her. "I have

magazines. Invariably, you will find

learnt that financial independence is a

her in every second play on television.
cattiest cat walker around. As a
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at Kinnaird College. She left no stone

As for her modelling, she is the
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WAITING FOR MR.
RIGHT!

SUSTAINABILITY
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must and right now I'm still making
money." She is willing to wait. "When
I meet someone who understands me,

Pakistani journalist says, “She's

is loving and willing to take care of me

ambitious and has no qualms

then I'll settle down." For scores of her

admitting it.” She never wanted to be
a model. She started modelling

sheerly for excitement when she was

For all your beauty care needs!
Best quality products used, Fully equipped
Excellent service

fans, there’s still hope!

BEAUTY AFFAIR

Rajashree S. Rao
5/7 Patterson Street, Sandringham, Auckland
Ph: 09 815 9518 Mo: 021 1560562
Write to us: editor@theglobalindian.co.nz
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TAKEN SANTA FOR A RIDE?
Auckland Mayor Dick Hubbard teams up with Santa Claus

a three-ring binder to

as model Nicky Watson rides them down Auckland’s busy

make a holiday book

Queen Street, to mark the launch of these three-wheeled

for the holidays.

tuk tuks in the CBD. Speaking to The Global Indian, the

When you come

Mayor said, "Many Indian cities are effectively using this

across an idea for the

mode of transport. It will add colour and vibrancy to CBD.

holidays, you can

It's not a solution to public transport, but it will put smile

NZ, INDIA, WORLD

write them in the ring

on people's faces."
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If you are on low budget: Buy inexpensive T-shirt or
sweatshirts at a craft store. Paint ‘my granddaughter/
son/niece/nephew loves me’ in the middle, then have
some fun with your toddler by mixing 1/2 water and 1/2
paint in pie pan and placing baby’s hands and feet in it
(not at the same time!) and printing the hand and feet on
the shirt around the text!
Customised pillows: Take kids’ old shirts. They may
have a theme (sports team, Disney, Muppets). Sew

BRASH

together the neck and sleeves, leaving the bottom of the

SINGH

shirt open. Stuff the inside pocket of the shirt with down

RUTH DESOUZA

or pillow stuffing and sew shut the bottom opening. This
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makes a customized pillow. Fun for travel or for a chair
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CHICKEN WITH
TOMATOES,
MUSHROOMS

crushed garlic, crushed ginger, garam butter etc) - this will make thick curry

Ashok Kumar Parmar

250g mushrooms

Ashok Kumar Parmar, 43, was
born in Fiji and lives in Dunedin,
New Zealand. As a profession, he
develops software, and as a
hobby, he experiments in the
kitchen. When he is not writing
software, he is writing recipes for
the readers of The Global
Indian.

1 large onion

Method

Add the tomatoes and mushrooms -

Dice the chicken into small pieces.

mix and leave on low to medium heat

Cube the tomatoes. If using tinned

for a few minutes. Cover with water

tomatoes - get peeled tomatoes - you

and cook for about 15 minutes or until

can get lots of variety (with onions,

the chicken is cooked.

This is a new favourite (serves 4).
Ingredients:
500g boneless chicken
4 (or 400g tin) tomatoes

1⁄4 teaspoon cinnamon, cardamom
cloves
1⁄2 teaspoon chilli powder
1 teaspoon: black mustard seeds,
turmeric, dry chicken stock

masala

sauce.

1⁄4 cup: light soy sauce, oil

In a large pot heat the oil and the
black mustard seeds. Keep covered
and fry until the seeds pop (careful
not to burn the seeds).
Add the onions and sauté until tender.
Lower the heat and add all the spices
except the garam masala. Fry for a
few minutes. Mix in the soy sauce.
Add the chicken pieces and fry for
about 10 minutes.

green peppers, capers and olives etc).
Coarsely slice the onion. Wash and

2 teaspoons: green herb stock,

slice the mushrooms. You can use

ground cumin, ground coriander

tinned mushrooms which come in a
variety of sauces (garlic, pepper,

Lastly add the garam masala and
fresh coriander leaves, mix and leave
for a few minutes before serving.
Serve with roti.
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Anushiya believes that you
can’t manage what you
can’t measure. Developing measurable
KPIs (key performance indicators) is

Sangeeta Anand

therefore central to Anushiya’s

A

management philosophy.

nushiya Ayingaran epitomises the
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sustainable,” Anushiya asserts.
Choosing the right position and right
environment is key to her success.
“While taking up a position I look at
three things: macro-environment and
the sector in which the company

new generation leader. She is the Working in the health sector has its

general manager of corporate services own challenges. Matching limited

operates, then the organisation and
finally the role that I will be doing. If

with Nurse Maude Association in

resources with growing demand is

Christchurch. Talking straight to the

probably the biggest. The fact that she wrong,” explains Anushiya.

you get all this right, you can’t really go

point and hitting the nail on the head is took up a newly created role in a
something you would expect of a

recently restructured organisation

manager in an American firm.

meant that natural resistance to

Anushiya has however, effectively

change was going to add another item

adopted this style to suite New

on Anushiya’s agenda.

Zealand’s friendly work environment.
She is not afraid to dirty her hands on
the shop floor, if it helps to improve
team morale and expedite the change
process. That’s exactly what she did
when she worked alongside her call
centre team at Nurse Maude, taking

CHRISTMAS HUMOUR
Knock Knock
Who's there ?
Mary

She developed Nurse Maude’s

Mary who ?

strategic plan to achieve efficiency and

Mary Christmas!

optimise utilisation of resources. Her
consultative leadership style and
empathetic approach soon won her the
confidence of the staff.

What did one Angel say to the
other ?
Halo there!
How do cats greet each other at

calls, to understand and address the

She is now looking forward to further

staff turnover issues. In two months’

challenges as Nurse Maude gets ready

time, she had successfully

to expand outside Canterbury.

implemented new strategies and

“Geographic expansion will help us

improved the motivation levels of her

best utilise our specialised resources

What did Adam say on the day

rostered staff.

and will also ensure that our

before Christmas ?

operations continue to be financially

It's Christmas, Eve !

Christmas?
"A furry merry Christmas and happy
mew year!"
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DEAR AUSSIES, YOU’RE THE BOSS!
Sanjay Karhade

W

hen I was
a kid, I

would play
cricket with my

FIND
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entire kit would be mine; still, those elder would rule me

CLOSE

X

Sachin Tendulkar would be declared caught by Jhonathan

Sanjay Karhade has been writing on
current affairs and sport in India for
over two decades. and contributes to
The Global Indian on the current
and sporting front in India.

friends - few of them my age and the rest a bit elder. The

NEXT

Rhodes at point off a no-ball on two
occasions in South Africa. The match
referee Mike Denness hands down
punishment to half a dozen Indian
cricketers for the same offences committed
by the South Africans who didn't even get a
warning! Daniel Laidlaw wrote after this

menacing incident, "If Code No. 4 was applied to all as it

out when I would be not out. I would continue to play and

was to Virender Sehwag, half the South African and

tells me that Gavaskar did not go to the ICC even then.

abuse, ill-treat, victimise and at times are distasteful.

not go to my mother complaining as to how I was ‘done in’. Australian teams would be suspended and undoubtedly a
lot of other cricketers as well. The ICC must ensure its
I clearly remember a certain Garry Cozier catching
laws are applied fairly to all nations, White, Asian or
Mohinder Amarnath off the bump at short leg on the 1977whatever, or else the game will be torn apart". Still the
78 tour. And that leg before decision against Sunil
Indians did not go to the ICC because we believe that the
Gavaskar? The Christ of Batting got wild, tried to take
glorious game is played by the brave.
Chetan Chauhan out of the field - almost surrendering the
Melbourne test on that 1980-81 tour. But my memory also You take a wrong catch, give a wrong decision, sledge,
When the monster-like watchdog called ‘television’ wasn't

However, the world should accept you as a part and parcel

make louder than loud appeals to the Aussie and Kiwi

declare - honestly - to all my friends, Indians and other

umpire and the mystery bowler B. Chandrasekhar after a

any point hereafter. Because? Because I firmly believe

there, many Indian cricketers most surely used half of their of the game. But one defeat and you go to town! Funny
tour money treating their sore and swollen throats - had to game this!! I sincerely bow down to your performance. I
umpires that would be turned down with utter disdain. Who countrymen, that Aussies are the bosses of the bat n' ball
game and will advise the world not to argue with you on
has forgotten the famous conversation between a Kiwi
batsman was clean bowled? "Howzzzzat?" Chandra
screamed. "He is clean bowled", replied the umpire.
Chandra quipped, "But is he out?" Allan Donald would

that arguing with one's boss is like wrestling with a pig in
mud. After a while, the realization is that as you are
getting dirty, the pig is actually enjoying it. Phew!!

yell, abuse Rahul Dravid. Dravid takes it in his stride.
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LOWER TAXES FOR
WORKING KIWIS
Dr Don Brash
ver the last five years, the

partner and three children living in

provides greater incentives for

government’s tax take has

central Auckland (and therefore

investment, enterprise,

expanded from $30 billion in 1999 to

eligible for the accommodation

entrepreneurship and hard work. And

$42 billion in the year to last June,

supplement). The man decides to

changes to the welfare system and in

and looks like expanding further to

improve his lot, get a new skill, take

the quality of the education system.

almost $46 billion in the current

on more responsibility, and work

financial year. This vast flow of

harder, and eventually his income

increased revenue has been partly a

BOLLYWOOD

goes to $70,000. But because of the

result of the buoyant economy and
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way the Labour Government has

partly a result of all the increased

arranged things, the man’s post-tax-

taxes (on income, petrol, cigarettes,

and-benefit income is not $32,000
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and alcohol, to mention just four). The higher than before, but less than
Labour Government has reduced only $3,000 better than
one tax over that five year period –

before, with more than

that applying to Maori authorities

$29,000 of the $32,000

(down from 33% to 19.5%).

increase going to the

The result is that a great many
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While Labour has a record of
gathering in ever-larger tax revenue,
the next National Government will be
eliminating wasteful government
spending (think hip-hop tours and the
vast expansion of the bureaucracy in
both the health and education sectors)
and returning part of the government’s
enormous surplus to those who
earned it. Over time, there will be

government.

working families struggle to make

If we are going to close the gap in

ends meet. I quoted the example of a

income between New Zealand and

BRASH

RUTH DESOUZA
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O

Dr Don Brash is National Party
leader and the Leader of the Opposition. This is an edited version of Dr Brash’s
article.

HELP US HELP YOU
The Global Indian is a readers’ forum. It’s your magazine. Let us know what you like to read the most. Drop us an
email or letter and give us your suggestions. Please feel free to pick up the phone and speak to your editor, Vaibhav
Gangan, on +64 9 846 4318 or +64 21 251 4924. Happy reading!
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TIME FOR AN APPRECIATIVE MINDSET AND A GRATEFUL HEART
Jasbindar Singh

T

he New Year is
a time when we

naturally start to look

Jasbindar Singh is a
business psychologist
and executive coach.
www.sqconsulting.co.nz
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This orientation and focusing on “what is going well in your
life right now” embraces the SQ (spiritual intelligence)
principle of appreciation and gratitude. Sometimes we
neglect to honour and acknowledge those little things
that fuel and support us in our daily lives. Instead the
seduction of ‘more and more’ takes over when in reality
the latter can be a bottomless pit.
We need the foundation and balance that being grateful

achieve. The New Year is linked with beginnings and it is

and appreciative in the here and now provides. By

a time when we feel energised, motivated and focused,

focusing on what is working well, you are able to build on

especially with a summer holiday behind us! Many of you

this foundation by linking your past and present into a

may be setting new goals for your personal and

BOLLYWOOD

more meaningful and creative future. It has been

professional lives. Before you do that however, I would

LOLLYWOOD

acknowledged that whatever you put your attention to,

like to invite you to on a little journey with me.

grows. As a wise person once said "Watch your thoughts;
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BRASH

things that have happened in your life. You are
encouraged to write these down. What have been some
achievements that you feel proud of? And what about the
ordinary, everyday life events, which helped sustain your
mind, body and spirit? Your recollection and recording of
these events may range from the award or recognition you
received to the ongoing love and commitment of your
family and friends and or to your good health.

they become words. Watch your words; they become
actions. Watch your actions; they become habits. Watch
your habits; they become character. Watch your
character; it becomes your destiny." Dr. Martin Seligman’s
work in the area of positive psychology states that the
mind-set of “gratitude” is a key component of being happy
in life. The other two are using your signature strengths
more often and in new ways and exercise! (Okay couch
potatoes, it is time to move!) So as you go about planning
for the future, don’t forget to “count your blessings” now.
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WHO ARE GOANS?
Ruth DeSouza

I
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verses were replaced by Western

“Goa was reclaimed by Lord

music. People were renamed when

Parshuram from the mighty sea by

they converted and were not

like the Māori stories of the discovery

names. Alcohol was introduced and

are you from?”

of the North Island by Maui.

pork and beef, which was once taboo,

The explanation

Goa was a Portuguese colony from

asked, “Where

gets particularly
laboured and
convoluted as I am
a product of the
Goan Diaspora but

Ruth is a
researcher,
educator and
mental-health
nurse.

1510 until 1961, when it was
liberated/invaded by the Indian army
(depending on how you look at it!).
The arrival of the Portuguese led to
Goans becoming a migrating society.
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Africa. Inevitably Kiwis say, “So you’re laws and fines, demolished temples
African?” I prefer to think of identity
and mosques, and destroyed holy
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ancestral home, the places I’ve been
and where I live now. Having taught
many Tangata Whenua has
encouraged me to think about my
place to stand (turangawaewae) and
my ancestors (whakapapa). I will start
with Goa. Goa is located in the middle
of an abundant coastal strip on the

SINGH

south-west coast of India. It has an
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as multilayered and made up of my
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shooting an arrow into it.” This sounds permitted to use their original Hindu

am frequently

was born in East
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the Mahabharata and apparently

BOLLYWOOD
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area of 3,701 km 2 and a primarily
agrarian economy with, more recently,
a tourism and service industry. The
name ‘Goa’ comes from ‘Gomant’ of

The Portuguese introduced repressive

books. Traditional musical

became part of the Goan diet. The
Baroque style of architecture that was
in vogue in Portugal became popular.
The ancient language of Konkani was
also suppressed while Portuguese
was enforced. Ironically, Konkani was
made an official language of Goa in
1987. Goans migrated to British India
for new opportunities.
In the 18th century Goans began

instruments and singing of celebratory trading with Mozambique, Zanzibar
and East Africa. Indian independence
in 1945 exacerbated the flow of
migrants of Goan origin who were
residing in British India. One of the
first Indians to arrive in New Zealand
was thought to be a Goan nicknamed
“Black Peter” (Edward Peters) in
1853. There are now at least 200
Goan families in the Auckland area.
Next time, I’ll talk about another part
of my history which is the Indian/East
African connection.
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being awarded generously in the mainstream. Please convey our
congratulations to Anushiya Aiyangaran and Raveen Jaduram for
their achievements.
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three

professionals

for

selling

advertising space for The Global Indian,

It’s true that Fiji economy is mainly driven by tourism (editorial

New Zealand’s fast-growing e-zine for the

December 2004). But the credit for Fiji’s growth goes to
thousands of hard working Fijians who overcome limitations of
adverse weather and underdeveloped infrastructure. Fijian is
known to turn a disadvantage into an advantage. Isolated as Fiji
is from the rest of the world, we look at sport for our
entertainment. As your editorial rightly says, Fiji has generated
many world-class sportspersons and athletes. We must

Indian

community.

You

can

be

living

anywhere in New Zealand, and work at
your convenient time. Excellent commission
rates. Choose your own hours, since this is
a freelancing position. Great opportunity to
earn and gain

valuable New Zealand

experience. Past experience and contacts

acknowledge the Fiji spirit and work towards nurturing it.

preferred but not necessary. You must be

S. Nand, Nadi, Fiji

permit. Please email your CV at the earliest

Recently I read about Shah Rukh Khan appealing to NRIs to

with

make positive contribution to India, in the form of bringing their
skills and resources back to their homeland. I must say it was a
noble thought from the superstar. I would want to return to India
I cannot say anything for sure at this stage, but it will be my New
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Year resolution to act in that direction. And I know many Indians
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part-time

Ann Pala, Community Liaison, Waitakere Ethnic Board
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Marketing
professionals

December 04), wonderful and a joy to read of an ethnic citizen

too. I am sure many Indians living around the world feel this way.
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The Global Indian, your
partner for success
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who share this feeling.
Nilesh Patel, Sydney, Australia
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Disclaimer: Contents of this publication, and all the articles

FEEDBACK
We welcome your feedback. Please write to us by clicking
on the link a the bottom of this page. Please note that all

do not represent the opinion of The Global Indian, or
Angan Publications, Auckland.

communication to the editor will be considered for

© 2004 Angan Publications. All rights reserved. No part

publication, unless otherwise requested.

of this publication, including images and articles can be

If you have received this e-zine from a friend, please send
us an email to start receiving your own monthly free copy.
We have a strict privacy policy and your details are not

reproduced without the publisher’s written permission. The
Global Indian is a registered trade mark of Angan
Publications, Auckland.
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